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Companies with a distributed marketing process find deep

With dynamic template capabilities, corporate can create

disconnects with their ability to align and deliver corporate

html templates for email, brochures and other assets,

content with localized needs. Many organizations have

specifying which content areas can be customized and what

accumulated what the CMO Council refers to as a “platform

must remain for the sake of compliance and brand

pileup” consisting of point solutions that lack integration,

consistency.

create silos and hinder brand consistency, accountability and
the execution of synchronized campaigns and content across

Once a centralized platform is deployed, the value multiplies.

markets.

A survey of brand marketers who have done so find that
they’re 8X less likely to rank brand consistency as a top

While corporate marketers would prefer to lock down

challenge and 9X less likely to have a challenge with data

governance for content assets to protect brand integrity and

quality (Gleanster). With brand integrity assured and the

compliance, doing so just causes local and field marketers

ability to measure effectiveness used to direct their content

and salespeople to go rogue to get what they need. The

investments in the right places, their contribution to the

result isn’t pretty. Research from the CMO Council finds that

bottom line becomes evident.

local contingencies grade their experiences in accessing and
using content and collateral locally a mere C+, indicating

But, for brand marketers hesitant to take the plunge with a

that improvements would be welcome.

content distribution platform to get content to market fast,
improve visibility and increase the delivery of a consistent

With the advances in technology that enable the corporate

and personalized customer experience, you may wish to

marketing team to deploy a centralized content distribution

reconsider. The challenges of not solving the corporate vs.

platform in the cloud, there’s really no reason why localized

local content marketing challenge can also multiply the

efforts should challenge brand consistency. The corporate

difficulties you have in reaching your goals.

team maintains control by assigning user authority on the
platform and is able to gain visibility into what content is
being used or shunned.
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WILL RESOLVE

50%

of sales
managers
and channel
partners
said the
ability to customize
content would
improve its impact
and value.

of content
churned out by
marketing is
never used.
(Sirius Decisions)

of top distributed
marketers say
personalization is
a top challenge.
(Gleanster)

50B

$

U.S. firms lose
$50B in potential
sales due to
problems with
localization.

(eConsultancy)
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(CMO Council)

of marketers say they
don’t have the technology
they need to succeed.

RELEVANCY

TECHNOLOGY
IS LACKING

(US State Department)

say gaps in excess of 30 days
between national and local
rollouts of campaigns is due
to issues with making
content available at the
local level.

NO
PERSONALIZATION

CONTENT IS
NEVER USED

SPEED TO
MARKET

Advances in technology can enable
Corporate Marketing teams to deploy a
cloud-based content delivery platform and
dynamic marketing templates.

WEAK
ACCOUNTABILITY

TIME WASTED

37%

use ad-hoc
methods or
feedback from
branches and
the field to
measure
campaign and
content
performance.
(CMO Council)

35%

CONSISTENT
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

The average
marketer
will spend as much
as 35% of their time
searching for assets.

89%

(Sirius Decisions)

of sales managers and channel
partners said the top thing
they want from marketing is
timely delivery of content
with instant access.
(CMO Council)

of brands struggle to maintain a consistent
customer experience due to a misalignment
between corporate directives and local
marketing efforts.

(Gleanster)

(Gleanster)

The average sales rep will
spend up to 20% of their
time searching for and
manipulating content.
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